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FROM THE OFFICE 
The Midwest MSD Office will be closed for the holidays on November 23 and 24 

(Thursday and Friday), and from December 25 through January 2 (Monday 

through Tuesday). 

 Coming in the next few weeks: an email from Sara 

detailing how to submit the 2017 Annual Report form 

and pay the Annual fee, both due January 31, 2018. 

The Midwest MSD CNE Team have determined which 

portions of the sample activity files will be requested 

for this year’s report, and we are pleased to 

announce that we are only asking for three pieces of 

documentation from your sample activity files. YAY! 

Please make note which documents are requested and 

include ONLY those documents with your submission. We continue to see APUs 

submit either full activity files or pieces of the file (such as bio/COI forms) that 

were not asked for as part of the Report.  So that you may plan ahead: if your 

Approved Provider Unit has offered any enduring material activities during 2017, 

you are required to use one of those activities as your sample activity for the 

Annual Report.   

Watch for Sara’s emails, coming soon! 

 

Quality Quotes 
    
 

   A ship is always safe at shore.  But that is  
 not what it’s built for. 
                                                     -  Albert Einstein 

  The real opportunity for success lies within  
 the person and not in the job. 

                                               -  Zig Ziglar 



November’s Featured Approved Provider 
 
 

Periodically the Pulse will feature one of our Approved Provider Units so that everyone can get to know their colleagues better. 
 

November’s featured Approved Provider Unit is Baptist Health in Little Rock, Arkansas.  With no central office, the 

Unit is virtual, with the Primary Nurse Planner Jan Hoskins and some other staff members housed within the 

system’s Associate Degree college in the Nursing Development department, while others are in an education 

center a few miles away.  And still other staff 

work in many Baptist Health hospital facilities 

across Arkansas in both urban and rural settings.  

Jan became Baptist Health’s PNP in 2008, with 

extensive experience in continuing education, 

especially as an officer and staffer for the 

Arkansas Nurses Association.  She coordinates 

her large and scattered staff to focus on quality, 

and is proud of their work.  “Each APU member is 

committed to asking the hard questions, assisting 

others to achieve their goals, staying on top of 

current trends, and taking on needed education 

that otherwise may have had to be obtained elsewhere”, Jan says.  She has utilized articles, MSD resources and 

collegial feedback to help staff transition to outcomes-based planning and feels her staff is handling the shift well.  

One notable item: “I find that nurses who are undertaking a graduate degree, including several of our Unit’s 

members, are being exposed to learning outcomes in their curriculum now.” 

Jan’s pride in the work of her staff is unmistakable, especially when one considers that they are volunteering for 

their planner roles in addition to their ‘regular’ jobs.  “We balance what we can do in continuing education while 

serving in onboarding, inservices and organizational projects and committees.  These members strive for the best!”  

The most satisfying part of Jan’s responsibilities is ‘seeing new Nurse Planners develop and begin to independently 

serve in their new role.  Once they ‘get it’, a light turns on and they no longer are as anxious about how much 

paperwork and time are involved, but rather what quality looks like in the educational activity.” 

That striving for quality will continue in 2018. Baptist Health’s APU shares a common problem among Units with 

system staff who do not understand the extensive planning needs to meet criteria.  “Many do not understand the 

concepts of what a Provider Unit can and cannot offer,” Jan states.  Communicating the ANCC/Midwest MSD 

guidelines to persons both inside and outside of the organization, will help Jan and her staff continue to value the 

integrity of educational activities.  “I believe all of the Unit’s members are committed to offering high quality 

education,” she says.  “They amaze me.” 

ROCKIN’ WITH THE REVIEWERS 
The Nurse Peer Review Team members share best practices 

 

Educational Planning Forms, Part III 

Content Outlines and Time Frames 

This is the last of three articles from the reviewer POV regarding the Educational Planning Form and how it is 

completed by presenters and reviewed by planners.  Please see the September and October 2017 newsletters for 

Parts I and II if you haven’t yet read them! 



When reviewing sample activities, the Review Team sees a variety of formats for the Content column – from 

formal and extensive outlines to promotional blurbs to narratives that describe what will be presented rather than 

outlining each point. 

Ideally, a structured outline in a standard format looks like this: 

A.  Assessment of the comatose patient                             15 min 

a. Achieving reliable scores 

b. Overcoming difficulties 

i. Ventilated patients 

ii. Sedated patients 

iii. Confused patients 

B. Case study: post-tPA ICH patient                                       10 min 

a. Patient status 

b. CT results 

c. tPA administration 

d. Hypertension 

When an outline is used, it’s easy for the planners as well as the MSD reviewers to see at a glance what is covered, 

what isn’t, and whether the time frames assigned each section are adequate.    The purpose for a presenter to 

submit an outline of what he/she will cover is so that the planners can ensure that the learning outcomes for the 

activity are fully addressed with the content, and also that the time allowed for a session or activity is sufficient.  

It’s not unusual for a presenter to go off on a tangent not on track with the learning outcomes, or to try and stuff 

too much information into a session, with the result that information is rushed, there isn’t sufficient time for 

questions, or interactive engagement strategies aren’t effective due to time constraints.  

During review of sample activities by the peer review team, we look for appropriate interactive elements that are 

also reflected in the content outline. For instance, if the presenter has marked “analyzing case studies” as a learner 

engagement strategy, the reviewers would expect to see a line (or more, as in the example above) in the content 

outline addressing when this would be done and how long it would take.  Many of the engagement strategies 

listed on the Educational Planning Form require time – sometimes significant time – to setup and implement, and 

that time should be accounted for and factored into total activity or session time frames.   

Here's an example: 

A.  Empowerment and the leadership role                                                          10 min 

a. How to build trust 

b. Using communication to empower 

B. Leadership skills                                                                                                    20 min 

a. Effective closed-loop communication 

b. Leadership styles – which is right for you? 

C. Small group exercise – role-playing a leadership communication               15 min 

D. Debrief small group exercise and Q/A                                                               15 min 

Since many presenters are very comfortable with objectives and use them to develop their content, it is not 

unusual to see objectives in content outlines, as in another way to write the first line of the example above: 

A.   Discuss empowerment and how it relates to the leadership role 

As long as the outline contains sufficient detail, the use of objectives is okay.  Planners always have the option to 

revise outlines to fit the format that they want to see in order to evaluate that content.  Remember that although 

most Units have their presenters complete the Content and Time Frame columns (as they should!), the Educational 

Planning Form is still a Unit tool, and can be revised as needed by the planners.  If the presenter is off-track, 



doesn’t provide enough detail, or doesn’t show how they will handle an active engagement strategy, planners 

should discuss this with them and make revisions that are indicated.  Communication with presenters is key.  

Did you know? 
 

       Plumbers don’t get to shop much on Black Friday.  
It’s the busiest day of the year for them, according to 
Roto-Rooter. 
 

        Most people remember that Ben Franklin wanted 
the turkey to be our national bird, but do you know 
why?  An eagle, he wrote in 
a letter to his daughter, had 
“bad moral character”.  A 
turkey, on the other hand, 
was a “much more 
respectable bird”.  
 
       Only male turkeys – tom 
turkeys – gobble.  Females, 
called hens, only cackle. 
 
       TV dinners were invented because of a 
Thanksgiving error.  In 1953, Swanson misjudged the 
number of frozen turkeys it would sell that 
Thanksgiving – by 26 tons!  Some clever soul came up 
with a brilliant plan: why not slice up the meat and 
repackage it with some trimmings on the side?  The 
first TV dinner was born. 

Journal Clubs as CNE 
Excerpts from a whitepaper by NPRL Judi Dunn  

The following text is taken from a whitepaper that is NOW posted on the Approved Provider Forum for use by Approved Provider 

Units. Unit members are encouraged to download the entire paper for reference. 

How a journal club is developed or set up by an Approved Provider Unit is greatly determined by the Unit itself; its 

size, target audience, number of physical locations, presence of a learning management system or intranet, 

capacity for facilitators, and other factors.  

There are numerous how-to guides and templates regarding journal club setup and operations. An extensive list is 

provided for your review at the conclusion of this paper [Note that only sources cited in this excerpt appear below.  For the 

full listing of references and resources, see the posted whitepaper]. The purpose here is not to describe how to start a 

journal club, but rather to discuss the implications of offering a journal club as a continuing nursing education 

event.  

When thinking of a journal club as a unique CNE format, one must look at the practical side of event planning and 

implementation. Let’s look at some important questions for an Approved Provider Unit to ask during the planning 

stages.  

What is the purpose of a journal club in your organization? The gap analysis should drill down to where the nurses 

The things educators are 

willing to do… 

(from a breakout session at the Press Ganey 2017 

Client Conference in Orlando this month) 



in your target audience are – do they already understand research principles and processes and want to jump in 

and start looking at problems in practice? Or are they novices at research and article review and need the journal 

club format to help them learn the process? Those are two very different reasons for starting a journal club, and 

will provide very different desired states.  

How can you assist those with little or no research experience? Is there a supplemental course nurses can take first 

to acquaint them with the terminology, and research process? Or will that be the focus of your journal club the 

first year? 

From the gap analysis, one or more learning outcomes are developed to measure where the nurses should be after 

participating in the journal club. The next step is to gather evidence to validate the professional practice gap. Is 

there data to indicate that evidence based practice is slow to be adopted in your organization? Have there been 

requests by management or nurses to better utilize the research process and integrate it into patient care?  

What type of format will work best for your target audience: live or virtual/online? If live, where will the club 

meet? What times? Will the same session be repeated for different shifts? If online – who is responsible for set up 

and maintenance of the site? Do you have an existing learning management system that can be adapted or is other 

software necessary? Can a web or cloud-based meeting software such as Zoom or GoToMeeting TM be utilized to 

reach individuals at various locations?  

How often will the club meet? Monthly, quarterly, etc. What is a reasonable schedule for your target audience, 

allowing for time to read the article as well? 

What is required in regard to participation and/or requirements of successful completion? Do nurses need to 

attend every session or 8 out of 10 sessions? To stay the entire time? Are nurses required to read the article before 

each session? What if they do not? Are nurses required to participate in a discussion or post a blog? What other 

expectations are there for the club members? Write reports or disseminate information to their units? Whatever is 

chosen as requirements for successful completion must be clearly stated and provided to participants prior to the 

sessions.  

All of these considerations weigh into the calculation of contact hours. How will the Unit determine reasonable 

and valid number of contact hours to be awarded? Think about a pilot study, including time to read the article if 

that is required.  

How will the Unit track attendance and ensure that requirements are met? Is it the job of the facilitator or Nurse 

Planner? Can it be done electronically? Does the learning management system or meeting software record 

participation time for each individual?  

Who will make up the planning committee? Is there a separate committee for each article chosen? Is the 

designated Nurse Planner the facilitator or is someone else taking on that role? Conflict of interest forms are 

required of every planning committee member and the facilitator specific to the content of the chosen article. 

Who picks the article and how is it shared? An important consideration for all Approved Provider Units is copyright 

and the sharing of articles. Copyright law is complex and difficult to understand; and in no way is this author 

providing legal advice.  The first rule of copyright is to request permission.  The Copyright Clearance Center 

(www.copyright.com) is one source to investigate copyright permissions on a “pay for use” or with an “annual 

license” basis. Multiple formats and delivery methods are available. There often is a cost involved, so it is 

necessary to consider budget restraints when choosing certain articles. 

If your Unit is affiliated with a medical library, or higher-education library, you can request assistance from the 

library to obtain an online link to an article which can be shared with club members. It is recommended to limit 

access to the link to a specific time frame, for example 30 days. “If a link to an article is posted on an internal 

(intranet) site that is limited to employees who have access to a valid subscription, copyright has not been 



violated.” (LaVelle, LaVelle, Port, & Sherlock, 2015). Realize that this excludes individuals outside of the 

organization from participating in the journal club.  

In the article “Copyright Law Basics for the Nursing Professional: Part 1 Using the Work of Others” the authors pose 

the following question: We have a clinical Journal Club and want participants to review the article before we meet. 

Can we send out the articles in advance? Is it any different if the Journal Club is online? Their answer, “Providing 

multiple copies would be considered “distribution of a copyrighted work”. 

The options for obtaining articles are:  

• Each participant in the journal club makes their own copy. This is possible if the article is available 

electronically and the participant is sent the link  

• The facilitator/coordinator or Nurse Planner contacts the journal directly and asks permission; with 

potential cost involved 

• The facilitator/coordinator or Nurse Planner (or their library on their behalf) orders the correct number of 

reprints paying a copyright fee 

Once the details of the design and format of your Approved Provider Unit’s journal club are determined, next steps 

involve how best to evaluate the event? What evaluation techniques best suit the learning outcomes you are 

trying to measure?  

Completion of the CNE Activity Planning Guide and Educational Planning Form will pull a great deal of this 

information together. The designated facilitator would be listed as the presenter/faculty, and in most cases as the 

Content Expert. Time frames should be specific to the activities involved; for example, a half hour designated for 

reading the article, one-hour discussion, 30 minutes to post a blog response, etc.  

Kleinpell states that “journal clubs can facilitate evidence-informed practice by promoting an increased awareness 

of current research, educating nurses to critique and appraise research literature, and subsequently, encouraging 

research utilization” (2002).  This is an impressive mission for an Approved Provider Unit to embark upon, and one 

that will entail deciding if planning a journal club as a continuing nursing education event and awarding contact 

hours is appropriate for the target audience. 

LaVelle, M.B., Lavelle B. E., Port, K.L., Sherlock J.T., (2015). Copyright Law Basics for the Nursing Professional, Part 1: Using the Works of Others. 

Journal for Nurses in Professional Development 31(5), 252-257.  

Kleinpell, R.M., (2002). Rediscovering the value of the journal club. American Journal of Critical Care, 11(5), 412-414.   

Be thankful if there is love in your life.  
Be thankful for our differences and our 
similarities.  Be thankful for all you have 
and all you can give.  
  

We are thankful for all of you!  Happy 
Thanksgiving!! 

Midwest Multistate Division 
3340 American Avenue, Suite F  

Jefferson City, MO  65109 
midwestnurses.org 
573-636-4623 

 Have questions?  Email: 
 Judi Dunn  NPRL@midwestnurses.org 
 Carol Walker  NP@midwestnurses.org 
 Belinda Heimericks  LNP@midwestnurses.org 
 Sara Fry  sara@midwestnurses.org 

 


